ABSTRACT Action recognition has been achieved great progress in recent years because of better feature representation learning and classification technology like convolutional neural networks (CNNs). However, most current deep learning approaches treat the action recognition as a black box, ignoring the specific domain knowledge of action itself. In this paper, by analyzing the characteristics of different actions, we proposed a new framework that involves residual-attention module and joint path-signature feature (JPSF) representation framework. The path signature theory was developed recently in the field of rough path and stochastic analysis, which provides a very efficient way to analyze any temporal sequence data. The proposed n-fold joint path signature features entail the Euclidean distances between joints and respective angles. For our experiment, JPSF for three modalities of joints (spatial location, bi-folds and tri-folds) are computed over the temporal length of action sequence. Then all these PSF are concatenated and fed to a CNN to give the recognition result. Experiments on three benchmark datasets, J-HMDB, HMDB-51 and UCF-101, indicate that our proposed method achieves state-of-the-art performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recognizing actions in videos are considered to be a very challenging task in computer vision. A great progress has been embarked in action recognition over the last decade due to convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [1] and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). The task of action recognition becomes challenging due to human articulation, scale and view-point variation, camera motion, occlusion, human-object interaction (riding bicycle, playing guitar etc.) and human-human interaction (dancing, hugging etc.) [2] - [4] . Action Recognition finds numerous pragmatic applications in different areas; as video surveillance, home entertainment, Television and multi-media industry etc. [5] . Interestingly, video-based action recognition has greatly benefited from advancements of image-based
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CNN-models [6] - [9] . Contrary to 3D-convnet [1] , [10] , [11] , other approaches involve 2D-CNNs over the sequence of frames of input video.
For most actions recognition, some body parts are more important as compared to the rest of the whole human body. Therefore, it seems quite intuitive that emphasis should be made and features should be extracted only from those parts of a frame where the human is present or its nearby. In this regard, attention network seems to be quite appealing to emphasis on the part of the image where human is present. Even for some actions, only part of the human body is important as compared to the whole body, e.g. for example, drinking action only involves hand and mouth, clapping action involves both hands etc.
The signatures of a path are collection of iterated integrals that are used for solving differential equations [31] . Path signature features have been introduced to machine learning and deep learning where they have made significant contributions to text recognition, Chinese text recognition and action recognition [33] , [36] , [37] . Path signatures treated as feature representation technique, are being used as a set of features for convolutional neural networks. A temporal sequence like on-line text recognition is represented as path signature features in order to feed into convolutional neural networks.
Our contribution of this paper is 1) involving residualattention network for action recognition to emphasize only the most relevant portion of human body part for some action and only extracting corresponding joints. Secondly, we also propose a better n-fold path signature features by involving euclidean distances and corresponding angles between joints. Empirically, we investigate joints bi-folds and tri-folds as they mimic the human limbs which involve 2-3 connected joints. Moreover, our proposed framework can deal with unconstrained videos which may contain one or more subject and may have partial occlusion of the subject.
The rest of paper is organized as, section II entails a literature survey. Section III presents a brief introduction of PSF. The proposed methodology is discussed in section IV. The experimentation and discussion of results have been carried out in section V.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW A. ACTION RECOGNITION
Recognizing action in images and videos has been quite ubiquitous over the last decade and therefore various image-based action recognition dataset [12] , [13] and video based action dataset [14] - [17] , have been proposed. RGB-Flow based Two-stream network is the basic architecture for action recognition in videos [3] . An extension of two-stream framework is the multi-stream network [18] , which involve multiple modalities of input videos such as RGB, optical flow, warped flow etc., which are trained by standard CNNs and then predictions are made using all modalities by late-fusion. In CNN+LSTM, at first stage spatial features are modeled by convolutional nets, while temporal features are formulated by recurrent nets at a later stage, [19] . By using 3D-ConvNets [1] , [10] , videos are represented as spatio-temporal blobs and 3D convolution models are trained for action recognition.
In [20] , the authors propose a novel 3D ConvNet, comprising of a temporal transition layer that models variable temporal convolutional kernel depth. The temporal transition layer (TTL) operates on different temporal length, thus contributing the model to capture temporal information at different scales short, medium and longer frame-length. Lattice-LSTM investigates the idea of incorporating two separate LSTM-streams for raw RGB-images and optical flow images, like that of Two-stream architecture [21] . An extension of Two-stream network to inflated 3D ConvNet is proposed in [4] by expanding 3D convolutional networks in order to learn the spatio-temporal features for video classification. Mixed Convolutional Tube (MiCT) unifies 2D CNNs with 3D CNN in order to generate deeper and more informative feature maps, as in [22] . This framework reduces the computational complexity by replacing some of 3D-CNNs with 2D-CNNs. In [23] , authors solve the problem of action recognition by introducing Generative Multiple-Instance Learning. Based on the idea of mitigating temporal redundancy in videos, in [24] authors proposed an idea of compressed video action recognition.
B. ATTENTION NETWORKS
In literature, attention networks are originally proposed for video captioning and language processing [25] . Reference [26] presents an attention-based framework for English-to-German and English-to-French translation. In [27] , the authors mention a hierarchical attention network for document classification. Recently, attention network has also been proposed for action recognition in videos [28] , [29] , [30] . In [28] , the authors introduce an attention mechanism as low-rank second-order pooling for single image classification. In [29] , the authors developed an attention-based neural network in order to model the scene objects interaction for action recognition and video captioning. In [30] , authors introduce two separate temporal and spatial attention mechanism to identify the most relevant frame and the most-relevant spatial location in that frame of a particular action.
C. PATH SIGNATURE
In literature, path signatures have revealed significant progress in modeling temporal dependencies. Iteratedintegral signatures contain sequences of numbers, derived from a continuous path [31] . These iterated-integrals come from the theory of differential equations driven by rough paths and it finds numerous application in machine learning, statistics and financial data predictions. Log-path signatures contains the same level of information, but with fewer feature dimensions [31] . Lyons et. al. in [32] , devised a rough path signature based approach for sound compression, where it is revealed that this method performs better than Fourier and Wavelet methods. In [33] , authors reveal that path signatures can be used as a set of features for input to convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which improve the accuracy of on-line character recognition. The authors realize that first, second and third iterated integrals have useful information for recognizing letters, numbers, Assamese and Chinese characters. In [34] , authors present an application of iterated integrals for recognizing on-line character recognition with arbitrary rotations. The authors evaluated their approach on pendigits [35] dataset with handwritten digits by 44 writers, 30 for training and 14 for testing. In [36] , authors introduce a path-signature based deep CNN architecture for text-independent writer identification. Empirically, authors persuade that path-signature features are viable for recognizing Chinese handwriting. Recently in [37] , a PSFbased approach has been employed for action recognition in videos. 
III. THE SIGNATURE OF A PATH
The signatures of a path are calculated by using iteratedintegrals. For a path X :
For k = 0, iterated-integrals corresponds to the original path, k = 1 denotes path displacement and k = 2 path curvatures. Higher-level path signature features are computed by higher values of k which contain more temporal details, but at the expense of higher feature dimension.
For numerical computation, CoRoPa C++ [45] and iisignature [38] are two open-source libraries, available for computing path signature features.
A. PROPERTIES OF PATH SIGATURES 1) TIME REPARAMETRIZATION
For a multidimensional path X : [a, b] → R d and its reparametrized path X 1 = X ψ , path signature iterated integrals remain same as
Intuitively, time reparametrization can be perceived as same action performed by different actors taking different time, however, their path signatures remain same over the length of time.
2) SHUFFLE PRODUCT
The Product of two signature terms can be defined as the sum of all possible ways of interleaving signature terms, in the same order. Shuffle product of two terms of signatures can be expressed as a linear combination of higher order terms. For a two-dimensional path X : [a, b] → R 2 , shuffle product is expressed as 
This time reversal identity holds under the power series where λ 0 = 1 and λ i 1 ...i k = 0 for all k ≥ 1.
4) CHEN'S IDENTITY
Chen's identity provides an algebraic relationship between paths and their signatures. Using Chen's identity, we define concatenation as the path
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed architecture of our framework is illustrated in figure 1 . The first stage of proposed method comprises of attention network that localizes the most salient parts of an image (human body-part) for recognizing some action. Considering only the most relevant joints of human body and then respective path signatures features of only those contributing joints are computed. On one hand, proposed approach significantly reduces down computational complexity, while on the other hand it makes the framework robust to occluded joints, which may come across if we consider all the joints of human body. It is always computationally exhaustive to compute path signature features of all modalities (spatial locations, bi-folds and tri-folds) of the joints, but if we consider only the most relevant joints of a particular action it can be significantly reduced down computational burden and improve the accuracy by mitigating over-fitting.
A. ATTENTION NETWORK FOR ACTION RECOGNITION
Attention networks are based on the principle of devising attention mask M i for the i-th features of input, X i . The attended image features are obtained by element-wise multiplication of attention mask with the input image,
where i ranges from all spatial locations and m corresponds to all channels. This attention network emphasize strong features in input image while attenuates the less important features, based on mask M i . This concept is better illustrated in figure 2. 
1) RESIDUAL-ATTENTION NETWORK
Our proposed framework contains multiple residual attention modules. Each residual-attention module stacks many residual and attention blocks stacked together. Attention modules are responsible for emphasizing the most salient features in images, while residual blocks contain standard residual network for convolution nets. Each attention block contains a mask branch and a trunk branch, where the mask branch is responsible to produce different attention masks in order to figure out different features. Whereas, trunk branch includes standard CNN architecture, e.g VGG or Residual Nets for convolution features. For given input x, mask branch uses top-to-bottom and bottom-to-top (encoder-decoder) architecture in order to learn the same size mask as that for trunk branch. For an attention module f att , the output is formulated as
where i spans for all spatial locations, whereas m belongs to the index of channel. The attention mask in eq.7 is computed by using emphasizes vectors, M i,m (x) as in eq 8. Each attention module has trunk branch and mask branch, where the mask branch generates feature masks specialized for trunk branch. Moreover, residual attention network is differentiable for both mask branch and trunk branch, where mask branch suppresses noisy labels to update trunk branch.
2) TOP-DOWN AND BOTTOM-UP ATTENTION
For a convolution-net, class prediction is made by
For multiple class prediction, the weight matrix in above equation contains class-specific weights and class-agnostic weights. Top-down attention map corresponds to classspecific weights whereas bottom-up attention map corresponds to the class-agnostic weights, The attention-score for residual-attention encoder-decoder is computed by
where attention-score is the dot-product of top-down p k and bottom-up q attention maps. At each stage, the computed top-down and bottom-up attention map is up-sampled and finally modulated with the trunk branch in order to extract most relevant features, specific to a class k.
3) ATTENTION-BASED RESIDUAL LEARNING
The residual-attention network contains many residual modules and attention modules. The performance of the overall network improves by increasing the number of attention modules. By increasing the number of attention modules improves performance, but it also increases the computational complexity. In residual attention network, the trunk layer depth is determined by 36m + 20, where m = 1, 2, 3, 4 the number of attention modules, [41] . Thus, based on trunk layer depth, residual attention networks are identified as Attention-56, Attention-92, Attention-128, and Attention-164 having one, two, three and four attention modules respectively. An advantage of using a residual attention framework is that multiple attention modules can be stacked together and their performance does not degrade. For residual-attention network, attention modules are devised in such a way to retain useful features by applying dot product while mitigating noisy features. We also replace final softmax-layer in the network with global average pooling (GAP) layer to localize the most salient joints. Then corresponding heat-maps of these localized joints are created for visualization.
B. POSE ESTIMATION
The next important part of our proposed architecture is pose estimation, which is carried out by the DeeperCut method [42] . DeeperCut method is a multi-person pose estimation technique, based on integer linear programming (ILP). DeeperCut method locates 14-joints on the human body in an image, using very deep 152-layers ResNet architecture for body part detection that could estimate single or multi-person pose. ResNet-152 alleviates the problem of vanishing gradient by passing the state through identity layer and devising residual functions. For action recognition, DeeperCut method figures out the spatial location of human joints in each frame, which are subsequently used by path signature feature extraction and classification. The joints extracted by DeeperCut method are enlisted in figure 3 . Empirically it is realized that over the length of N −frames, joints may appear or disappear due to occlusion/self-occlusion, this problem is mitigated by interpolating the location of joints over the length of frame sequence.
C. JOINTS PATH SIGNATURE FEATURE EXTRACTION 1) BASELINE CASE
For our experiment, baseline case is reported as the spatial locations of individual joints. We define joints n-folds by combining n-different combinations of joints. For a given action video, temporal length of frames is fixed to 10-frames for all cases. The overall feature dimension is determined by
, where k is the number of active joints in a frame, d is the input dimension and l is the level of path signatures.
2) BI-FOLD JOINT PATH SIGNATURE FEATURES
The bi-fold JPSF are illustrated by considering different pairs of joints and the corresponding euclidean distances between those joints. The total combinations of joints are calculated by C 2 r , where r is the number of contributing joints to some action. The feature dimension for bi-fold JPSF is determined by
, where d is the input dimension and l is the level of path signatures. As for 'drinking' action illustrated in fig. 1 , it can be perceived that five upper-body joints are related to 'drinking' action, therefore it seems quite appealing that only bi-folds of these joints should be computed. Bi-fold JPSF capture the spatial relationship and dependency among different pairs of joints over a length of N −frames. An intuition to bi-fold JPSF is that joints in human body are spatially connected and collectively contribute to some action, as in figure 3.
3) TRI-FOLD JOINT PATH SIGNATURE FEATURE
Subsequently, tri-fold JPSF are defined by considering three different combinations of joints in each frame. The total number of modality combinations for tri-fold JPSF are enlisted by C 3 r , where r is the number of contributing joints to some action. The feature dimension for tri-fold JPSF are determined by
, where d is the input dimension and l is the level of path signatures. Tri-fold JPSF involve three joints and models two distances (d 1 , d 2 ) between three joints and the minimum angle theta, θ between distances d 1 and d 2 . As the tri-fold JPSF entail three joints and are important to mimic the different body limbs (e.g. arms/legs); cogent for analyzing human articulation and movement. These tri-fold JPSF are vividly illustrated in figure 3 , (right side). Similar to bi-fold JPSF, the tri-fold JPSF 
5) CLASSIFICATION MODEL
The classification model for our proposed architecture is similar to LeNet, with three stacks of convolution-pooling layers and two fully-connected layers. The network architecture is described like this, Input-> 6C3-> MP2-> 16C3 -> MP2 -> 10C2-> MP2 -> 120FC-> 84FC-> Output. For example for convolution layer 6C3, represents six feature maps with a filter-size of three, the stride size is fixed to one-pixel in all layers. MP2 denotes the two-dimension max-pooling. FC stands for fully connected layers.
V. EXPERIMENTS A. DATASET 1) J-HMDB DATASET
J-HMDB is joint-annotated subset of HMDB-51 dataset. The dataset contain 21-actions video, having only one main subject performing different tasks [44] . In total, J-HMDB dataset contains 928 videos, where each action class has about 40-50 videos. 
2) HMDB-51 DATASET
HMDB-51 is a trimmed videos dataset which contains 6,766 realistic videos of 51 different actions [14] . For each action, there are at least 100 videos, 70 videos for training and 30 for testing. Three splits of the dataset are provided for cross-validation.
3) UCF-101 DATASET
UCF-101 dataset contains 101 action classes, with 100 video clips in each class, 70 for training and 30 for testing [15] . In total, UCF-101 dataset contains 13,320 video clips, with each action at-least 70 training and 30-testing videos. UCF-101 dataset also has three splits for cross-validation.
B. TRAINING AND TESTING
For our experiments, We used a mini-batch size of 16-images for training and testing, with a learning rate of 0.001 which was cut down by 0.1 after every 1/3-th of iterations. The path signature features determine input dimension of network, whereas output dimension is the probability distribution of class-labels. Adam optimizer was used as a solver in order to optimize the network. The network was trained for a maximum of 200 epoch, with a momentum of 0.9 and weight-decay of 0.0005. For training, data augmentation was performed by center-cropping images to 224x224, horizontal flipping and by adding some Gaussian noise. For testing purpose, we used a center-crop of 224x224 pixels, with normalization in all image channels. Cross-entropy loss was used as a loss-function to optimize the network. The drop-out was used as a regularizer, with a higher drop-out ratio of 0.90. The network was trained using two NVIDIA TITAN X GPU for 200 epoch. We used Pytorch framework for experimentation, whereas Path Signatures were computed by using iisignature package [38] .
C. PIPELINE OF EXPERIMENT 1) POSE ESTIMATION
In the pipeline of experiments, human-pose is estimated in every frame by using DeeperCut method. DeeperCut method takes raw input RGB-images and marks 14-joints on the human body. At the first stage of pose estimation, a semantic segmentation and object classification based human part detector is run on input images in order to find different body parts. Then, body part refinement is carried out by sampling 'D' body part detections and regressing from current location to the relative positions of all other joints, [42] . Non-maximum suppression (NMS) is used for refinement of joint locations. For some actions where the human body is partially occluded or is not fully visible, DeeperCut method even tries to mark all 14-joints which may lead to false action recognition due to over-fitting. This problem is circumvented by introducing residual attention network, which figures out most salient features.
2) ATTENTION NETWORK
The Attention network brings the advantage of emphasizing only those body parts and joints that are most precisely related to some action. The residual-attention network is trained for three different datasets, J-HMDB, HMDB-51 and UCF-101. For J-HMDB dataset, the attention network is trained for 21-action classes, batch size of 32-images and with a learning rate of 0.01. J-HMDB is considered to be simple and less challenging dataset, as compared to HMDB-51 and UCF-101 datasets. The soft-attention mask figures out the location of most relevant joints for action recognition in J-HMDB dataset.
For HMDB-51 and UCF-101 datasets, the batch size for attention network is kept to 16-images, with a learning rate of 0.001. These two datasets contain numerous videos where the human body is partially occluded. Therefore, figuring out most relevant joints is tedious for HMDB-51 and UCF-101 datasets. In attention layers, convolutional kernel size is decreased to three pixels to capture more local features. Attention network encodes the information of only salient joints and subsequent n-fold path signatures of only those joints are computed.
3) PATH SIGNATURE FEATURES
For this experiment, Path signature features are computed by using iisignature package [38] . The iisignature is a python-based package for computing path-signature features. The spatial locations of most salient joints are identified by above-mentioned attention network. For our experiment, the first baseline case is defined by considering only normalized spatial locations of joints. Bi-folds of joints corresponds to the euclidean distance between two joints. Tri-folds and higher n-folds of joints hold all the euclidean distances and angles between joints. The features in each dimension were kept normalized by dividing each value with the maximum value of that dimension.
During experimentation, a detailed study is carried out for baseline, bi-folds and tri-folds of path signature features with the intuition that bi-folds and tri-folds of joints are the most relevant to mimic the motion of human limbs (arms, limbs etc.). Referring to figure 3 , it is noticeable that joints VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 1. PSF performance evaluation for different modalities on three datasets. In general, performance exceed as PSF-levels are increased for baseline and bi-folds of joints, thus contributing more feature information.
bi-folds have a strong relationship to human limbs, like joint pairs (3, 4) , (3, 5) and (3, 6) corresponds to distances between rightShoulder-rightElbow, rightShoulder-rightWrist and rightShoulder-leftShoulder. For joint tri-folds, a similar relationship also exists; for example, tri-fold (3, 4, 5) corresponds to distances between rightShoulder-rightElbow (d 34 ) and rightShoulder-rightWrist (d 35 ) and the angle between d 34 and d 35 .
4) TEST EXAMPLE
Considering a test example, having all 14-joints with path signature feature level-2, results in a feature dimension of 168, 1,092 and 15,288 for baseline, bi-fold and tri-fold respectively. However, for 'drinking action' involving attention network points out four most relevant joints (5-joints of arm and neck) are considered then feature dimension substantially reduces down to 100, 60, and 600. This results in a gradual drop in feature dimension about 40%, 94.5% and 96.1%. The given feature dimension is computed by C n r * (
, where r is the total number of joints, n number of joints considering at a time (bi-folds n = 2, tri-folds n = 3), d is input dimension and l is signature-level.
D. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
For our experiment, mean-Average Precision (mAP) is used as an evaluation metric for three splits train-test splits of HMDB-51, UCF-101 and J-HMDB datasets. mAP is calculated by using the following formula, 1/N * N i=1 AP i , where AP is corresponding average precision for each split of dataset.
In Table 1 for both J-HMDB and HMDB-51 datasets for baseline and bi-fold of joints, performance increases as the PSF-levels are increased up to level-5, however, it slightly drops down from level-5 to level-6. For the tri-fold of joints, performance tweaks up to PSF level-4 and then it comes down. For UCF-101 dataset for baseline case, the performance increases as the signature levels are increased. Likewise for bi-folds and tri-folds of joints, mAP also surpass as the PSF-levels are increased up to level-5, after that performance begins to drop down.
An intuitive justification for a rise in accuracy by increasing signature levels is that as path levels are increased, more and more supplementary details are incorporated by path signature features for final classification. However, the performance from path level-5 to level-6 slightly decreases due to over-fitting as the feature dimension tremendously increases. From Table 1 , it is also conceived that performance for baseline case is marginal because baseline modality only comprises of spatial location of joints whereas bi-folds, tri-folds and higher folds of joints entail normalized euclidean distances (and angles) between joints.
1) MODALITY FUSION
After computing PSF of individual modalities, we concatenated different modalities (Baseline, Bi-folds and Tri-folds) and excite them to CNN for final classification, as referred in Table 2 . The feature dimension of different modalities are made same by padding and then encoded as three different channels of the input. For above-mentioned three datasets, it is observed that performance gradually increases as different modalities are fused together. For J-HMDB dataset and HMDB-51, the best performance for baseline and bi-folds of joints are reported for PSF level-5, and for tri-fold of joints the best performance is revealed for level-4. Referring to Table 2 for J-HMDB dataset, it is conceived that baseline case furnish a performance of 56.6%, adding bi-folds surpass the performance to 72.0%, then further by adding tri-folds result in an improved performance of 81.3%. For HMDB-51 dataset, the baseline case generates a performance of 52.8%, adding bi-folds surpass the performance to 69.5%, then further adding tri-folds results in an improved performance of 79.2%. Likewise for UCF-101 dataset, the best performance for baseline of joints is reported for PSF level-6, for tri-fold and bi-folds of joints the best performance is disclosed for level-5. Referring to Table 2 for UCF-101 dataset, it is conceived that baseline case furnish a performance of 61.4 %, adding bi-folds surpass the performance to 81.6 %, then further adding tri-folds result in an improved performance of 97.3 %. For all three datasets, best performance is claimed when considering all three modalities due to the reason that all three modalities (baseline, bi-fold, tri-folds) contain complementary details when unified results in best performance.
Using path signature feature, the performance for action recognition increases as we use bi-folds and tri-folds of joints. But as we involve higher (quad or penta) folds of joints, the performance gradually drops down. This may be due to the reason that higher folds of joints contain more euclidean distances and angles, resulting in higher feature dimension for Performance evaluation for joints bi-folds, tri-folds, quad-folds and penta-folds. It is observed that network performance for quad and penta-folds degrades due to over-fitting. path signature features. This trend is empirically explained in Table 3 .
In figure 5 comparisons have been made among different attention networks for path signature level-3. In this table, it is realized that for all three datasets as we increase the attention blocks in residual attention network, it results in improved final classification accuracy. The best performance is reported by using four attention blocks which results in Attention-164 architecture.
E. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
In Table 4 , a comparison of our proposed method with contemporary methods has been presented for J-HMDB, HMDB-51 and UCF-101 datasets. For J-HMDB dataset, [44] encompass high-level features and results in an accuracy of 76.0%. [46] investigates pose-based convolutional neural networks and results in an improved performance. In [37] , path signature based features has been included for action recognition in J-HMDB dataset. This path signature approach in [37] , resulted in an improved performance as compared to previous high-level features or pose-based features methods. Then, we propose attention-based framework using path signature features, which results in state-of-the-art performance over existing methods for J-HMDB dataset.
Reference [3] includes two stream convolutional network and serves as a baseline for HMDB-51 and UCF-101 datasets. As our proposed method involves RGB and pose modalities, final version of TSN [18] takes 3-modalities (RGB+optical flow+iDT) as input. Lattice LSTM involves complex ResNet and temporal segment network [21] . Reference [39] includes CNN+shuttlenet, where shuttle-net is a multi-layer complex RNN architecture. Inflated 3-D convolutional network [4] , have exhibited unprecedented performance for Kinetics dataset. Reference [22] involves complex architecture of mixed 2D and 3D-CNN in two streams architecture. Reference [40] entails optical flow guided features (OFF) along with RGB and optical flow images, where OFF features are fed to ResNet-20. Our proposed architecture is quite intuitive as it first extracts most relevant parts of an image using the attention network and then the path-signature features of only those joints are extracted for classification. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. Some failure cases have been reported where within-class variance is high, while between class variance is low. Therefore, such cases are misclassified.
From Table 4 , it can be seen that our method achieves the best performance for all the three datasets. It is also worth to note that on the challenging HMDB-51 dataset, our method outperforms previous methods with a large margin.
F. DISCUSSION
During experimentation, some extreme cases are reported where our approach is able to deal with such cases, as illustrated in figure 6 . The first extreme case is reported as when there is more than one subject for the same action, for example actions such as sword and shake-hands involve more than one subject, refer fig 6a. In such scenario, Deepercut method estimates multiple human poses, then for each frame one main subject is identified by computing the normalized motion of joints for each subject. The subject with higher normalized motion over a length of frames is identified as main actor and the path signatures of only this subject are further computed.
In figure 6b , another extreme case is figured out when only a part of the human body is exposed to camera. For example, for actions cutting, mixing and typing in UCF-101 dataset, only hands are exposed to camera, Deepercut method cannot estimate human pose in such extreme cases [42] . For such actions, human poses are manually estimated in each frame, that seems to be a tedious task. For the sake of generality, such extreme actions are not included for J-HMDB dataset, on which previous methods have been exercised [37] . During the sequence of frames, it is quite possible that a subject may disappear or partially/fully occluded. For such cases, the coordinates of subject are interpolated by using bi-cubic interpolation.
In figure 7 , some failure cases have been studied for both HMDB-51 and UCF-101 datasets. In fig.7a , the action somersault is misclassified as cartwheel, because of this particular video it closely resembles with cartwheel. Likewise for the other three cases (Drawsword, Climbstairs and Shootball) from HMDB-51, these closely resembles with false class. Likewise in fig. 7 , the action ApplyLipstick is misclassified as BrushingTeeth as in this particular video this action looks like BrushingTeeth. Similarly other false classification results for UCF-101 have been disclosed. The strong reason for misclassification of these actions is their high within class variance and low between class variance to their targeted false class.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an intuitive idea of paying attention only to the most relevant part of human body corresponding to some action using attention network. Then body-joints of only those portions are extracted and corresponding path signature features of those joints are computed. It is justified because for most actions only some portion of human body is the most relevant. Then, we propose n-folds (bi-folds and tri-folds) of joint path signature features. These n-folds of JPSF better model the orientation and euclidean distances between joints over the temporal length of sequence. Above-mentioned PSF of individual joints, bi-folds and tri-folds are concatenated for final classification, where they perform state-of-the-art. We also investigated higher folds of joints (quad-folds and penta-folds), and realize that computational complexity get increased by using higher folds of joints, but performance surpass meagerly. Experiments have shown that the proposed architecture is viable to recognize actions on three benchmark datasets, J-HMDB, HMDB-51, and UCF-101. In future, log-PSF and Laplace-PSF which are variants of PSF and will be investigated. GUOZHI TANG received the bachelor's degree in information technology from Yunnan University, Yunnan, China, in 2019. He is currently pursuing the master's degree with the South China University of Technology, Guangzhou. His research interests include deep learning and car license plate detection.
